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Mail Systems Management
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the Mail Systems Management Certificate.

MS101:

Dealing With Today’s Challenges in Mail Management
Managers need to be flexible and open-minded looking to new resources and
solutions to solve their everyday challenges. This course will provide a view of how to
get there using the following: Social Networks, Virtual Training, Webinars & White
Papers, Professional Memberships and Quality Tools (Six Sigma, 5S, TQM etc.). You
will get an industry view of what has become necessary and successful in
transitioning from a traditional mail room to a more flexible and productive model.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round One, 2:15-3:15pm

MS120:

Mail 101: Sharpen Your Mail Expertise
In an industry that’s continuously evolving and improving it’s a daunting challenge to
stay up to date on best practices. This session will cover the foundation of mailing,
which includes classes of mail, processing categories, address requirements and
more. Whether you are an expert or a novice, this program will empower you to build
on your postal knowledge.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Two, 3:30-4:30pm

MS245:

How to Optimize Your Mail Center Spend
Did you know that mail could account for more than 9% of a Fortune 500's operating
cost? In this session you will learn how to efficiently and effectively manage your
mailroom workflows to ensure you stay within your budget. Topics to be covered
include: production schedules/efficiencies, quality control, mailpiece basics, working
with your service provider, data processing issues and how to put it all together.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Four, 10:15-11:15am
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MS266:

Design Basics for an Effective Mail & Distribution Center
Identifies the essential design steps and analysis necessary in order to create an
efficient mail and parcels distribution center for your corporation or university.
Addresses ongoing impacts of cultural expectations and needs, security, and business
realities in today s world to show how to understand and leverage these change
variables to optimize workflow efficiency and client satisfaction.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Six, 4:00-5:00pm

MS370:

New Equipment Acquisitions: Decisions, Decisions
Is it time to upgrade or purchase/lease new a piece of equipment? Are some pieces no
longer needed? How do your current and future plans meld with the current
technologies? If you are an influencer or decision maker in this process then this
session is for you. As mail continues to evolve and become more sophisticated
technology plays a bigger role. Every new equipment acquisition needs to be
examined for current and future needs. What worked in the past may not be what is
right for today or work next year.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Seven, 9:40-10:40 am

MS398:

Mail Management: The Basics
This session will focus on giving a new Mail Services Manager the information and
tools needed to be successful. It will focus on basic mail and distribution knowledge
and skills, Professional industry networking organizations, and the various
certifications available to professionals in our industry.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Nine, 1:30-2:30 pm
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Leadership & Team Building
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the Leadership & Team Building Certificate.

LD117:

Is Leadership Situational?
How many Lions, Otters, Beavers, and Golden Retrievers do you have? How many
personality tests have you and your staff taken? How many staff members do you
have? What are their variances in tenure, training, and experience with your
company? How diverse are the ages of your staff members? Have you noticed the
exact same instructions given with the exact same approach to different members of
your team do not get the same results? What is up with that, why do some get it and
some do not? Is there a way to help them get it? All of them? There are definitely
many ways so come and learn about some of the tools we use to find a lowest
common denominator in helping our staff with our toolbox.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round One, 2:15-3:15pm

LD129:

The Power of Positive Leadership
The Positive Leadership philosophy is a proven approach to get great results. We will
explore the key strategies of Positive Leadership including embracement of servant
leadership, building positive relationships, leading with optimism and positivity,
motivating via meaning and purpose, being trustworthy and ethical, dealing with poor
performers.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Two, 3:30-4:30pm

LD247:

Leadership and Management Success at Every Level
Join this interactive journey into the heart of leadership where you will learn it’s OK to
have a little fun at work. You will learn how to establish an internal mentoring
program and how leaders can utilize the simple principles behind the ABC’s of
leadership to become more successful.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Four, 10:15-11:15am
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LD260:

Leadership: Moving Forward
Positive leadership is conveying the idea that there is always a way to move the
organization forward. It is so important because that is what we look to leaders to
figure out: how to move the organization forward.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Six, 4:00-5:00pm

LD372:

When Change is Difficult
Change is inevitable, growth is optional ~ John Maxwell. It does not matter how hard
you try not to change, change happens anyway. How do you deal with change? As a
manager, how do you manage through change? As a leader, how do you lead when
change is everywhere? You can choose to ignore and do nothing, but the change still
happens. You can choose to do something, but if it is the wrong something, it will be
disastrous and recovery may be impossible. As a leader, we have an obligation to
chart the course during change. How do you do that successfully? Once you
recognize change happens regardless, the only recourse we have as managers and
leaders is how we deal with it. Do we resist change or do we embrace change? This
course will help you embrace change and successfully lead and/or manage change
while exploring the growth that change produces.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Seven, 9:40-10:40 am

LD415:

Developing Leadership Skills from Within
Today’s business leaders influence employees decisions and assist them in reaching
their goals. Rather than direct and dictate, they inspire and motivate. Come and learn
the importance of understanding the characteristics of a future leader and how to
cultivate they from within your own organization.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Workshop, 10:50-11:50 am
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USPS Training Workshops
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the USPS Training Workshop Certificate.

US102:

Creating a Winning Informed Delivery Campaign
Informed Delivery gives mailers the opportunity to make their mail more effective by
adding impressions to every mailing campaign. The delivery of an informed Delivery
ad can boost response and interest, as well as giving prospects another avenue of
response. This workshop will discuss how to create an Informed Delivery campaign
beyond the USPS portion. How and why to create special web links, customized web
landing pages, and how to use a unique URL for each piece to personalize the
message your prospects see in every mailbox they open.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round One, 2:15-3:15pm

US130:

eInduction: Simplifying Drop Shipping
Come and discover the solution to simplifying the drop shipment process with
eInduction. Learn how to leverage electronic mailing information to eliminate the need
for hardcopy PS Forms 8125 and 8017s expediting the shipping process. Hear how
the USPS has enhanced the Mailer Scorecard to provide Mail Owner visibility into
their drop shipments and access to post-shipment information. This session will also
cover the eInduction on-boarding process and participation requirements.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Three, 4:45-5:45pm

US242:

Rules & Regulations for First Class Bulk, Periodical & Standard Mail
This session will discuss the latest information of DMM rules & regulations for
mailers of First Class Bulk rates and Periodical & Standard Mail. Details will be
provided on the types of mail pieces that qualify and how to bundle and presort to
meet current USPS mailing requirements. Come and learn the A thru Z process for a
First Class Bulk Mail, Periodical or Standard Mail.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Four, 10:15-11:15am
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US250:

Navigating the Postal Waters – Part 1
Come and find the latest updates on postal policy, regulatory and legislative activities
that may impact your business in the remainder of 2019 into 2020.What is coming
from the Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC) on the 10-year rate review? What will
the USPS be focusing on for the next six months? What should businesses expect on
the legislative and policy front that could impact their business? Presented by, Bob
Galaher, Exec. Dir., and Kathleen Siviter, Asst. Exec. Dir., of the National Association
of Presort Mailers (NAPM)
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Workshop, 11:30-12:30 pm

US254:

Navigating the Postal Waters – Part 2: A Deeper Dive
For this second session takes a deeper dive into some of the key USPS programs,
initiatives and changes anticipated over the next 6 months.What might the USPS 2020
price change bring? What should mailers plan for around Seamless Acceptance?
What other initiatives are coming from the USPS, regulators, and others and how
should your business be preparing for the changes? Presented by Bob Galaher,
Exec. Dir., and Kathleen Siviter, Asst. Exec. Dir., of the National Association of Presort
Mailers (NAPM)
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Five, 2:45-3:45pm

US376:

Are You Claiming the Best Postage Rate?
This session teach the importance analyzing your mailings to ensure you are
obtaining the best postage rates for First Class Bulk, Periodical & Standard Mail.
Learn different options for improving your mailing lists resulting in big postage
savings. An explanation for each postage category and what is required to move up to
the next discount threshold will be provided. Learn how to move your mail from Basic
to Saturation & Basic or up to Mixed ADC. Discussions include deflection testing and
how money can be saved by moving a Periodical or Automated Flats from
non-machinable to machinable.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Seven, 9:40-10:40 am
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US377:

Full Service & Mailer’s Scorecard
The Mailer Scorecard is a tool, which enables mailers to monitor their mail quality
across several USPS programs, including Full-Service, eInduction and Seamless
Acceptance. This workshop demonstrates how to access the Mailer Scorecard and the
information available, who can see it and what it means. Attendees will learn how to
use drill-down reports, access piece-level data to identify quality issues, and
understand the postage assessment process. Mail Preparer, Mail Owner and
Transportation Carrier visibility will also be discussed.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Workshop, 10:50-11:50 am

US380:

Undocumented Mail Pieces
The Postal Service has implement assessments for full service errors over the publish
threshold one of the elements the postal service will be measuring is the quality of
your undocumented pieces for many mailers the assessment for undocumented
pieces could actually be the most expensive one they face because like some of the
other assessments that are passed on to the respect of mail owners assessments for
undocumented pieces will usually come right out of the mail preparers pocket in this
workshop we will discuss the undocumented mail pieces and ways to handle and
prevent them.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Eight, 12:15-1:15 pm
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Safety & Security Compliance Training
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the Safety & Security Compliance Certificate.

SS121:

K9 and Technology in Mail and Cargo Screening
This workshop will center on the capabilities and uses of odor detection canines and
countermeasure technology in the mail and cargo screening arena. We will discuss
the selection of dogs, training, the science of odor detection, and K9 team usage. We
will review several significant screening threats, and how those threats can be
mitigated with the introduction of screening procedures and technology.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Two, 3:30-4:30pm

SS138:

Failure to Communicate: A Case Study on the 2018 Letter Bombs
Over a two-week period in the fall of 2018 politicians and political activist received
what were perceived to be improvised explosive devices through the mail. This case
study will examine in detail, how and why these devices, despite obvious warning
signs, were allowed to enter and be transmitted though the USPS system. We discuss
the lessons learned and how threat awareness training and proper internal visual
screening protocols can prevent such items from entering your organization’s mail
stream. This timely topic will discuss how the use of screening and threat awareness
tools, available to all mail operations; can mitigate the risk associated with
mail borne threats.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Three, 4:45-5:45pm

SS241:

Who Protects Your Mail?
In this session you learn about security issues and how to respond. These include
risks associated with your mailing operation such as internal theft, protecting
sensitive data and identifying dangerous mail. Join US Postal Inspectors as they share
proven response plans for mail bombs, hazardous materials and biological attacks.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Four, 10:15-11:15am
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SS255:

Security 2019 Issues & Answers, Ask the Experts!
Come learn from leading industry security experts who will share the challenges and
changes in safety and security over the past decade and what can be expected for the
future. The discussion focuses on the things you can do to protect your company,
employees and customers from the ever-present threats that are not only in your
operations and company but also in your everyday life.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Workshop, 11:30-12:30 pm

SS257:

Developing Mail/Parcel Handling, Screening, and Response Protocols
The development and implementation of carefully defined internal mail handling and visual
screening protocols is key to preventing the introduction of letters or packages containing
identifiable threats to the internal mail stream. This lecture will cover the basic steps
needed to develop mail handling protocols including workflow design, the integration of
visual screening techniques, and development of threat response protocols.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Five, 2:45-3:45pm

SS379:

Explosive Trace Detection Technologies: First Line in Protection
This session will introduce the participants to an alternate and very popular source of
threat detection — Explosive Trace Detection, or ETD. Upon conclusion of the
presentation, the participants will have a better understanding of: Trace Detection,
ETD Detectors and Components, Sampling Fundamentals, and more.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Workshop, 10:50-11:50 am

SS496:

Breaking Bad: How Carriers Receive/Transport Deadly Materials
The session will address the increased use of USPS and commercial carriers to
transport drugs from overseas markets into the United States and how its use
impacts internal mail handling and visual screening operations and safety precautions.
We will discuss the increased need for mail handlers to use personal protective
equipment and for enhanced visual screening protocols and training.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Nine, 1:30-2:30 pm
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Postal Mail Management
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the Postal Mail Management Certificate.

PM114:

The Easiest Way to Save BIG $$$’s
Undeliverable & Return Mail may be costing your organization millions of dollars a
year. Much of these losses can be eliminated if you put the right solution in place. In
this session, you will learn which technologies and databases you should leverage to
drive savings while simultaneously improving customer satisfaction and compliance.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round One, 2:15-3:15pm

PM135:

Informed Visibility: New Insights into How Your Mail Moves
Informed Visibility was rolled out by the Postal Service in December 2017 as the latest
iteration of its mail visibility services and what an update it is! Powered by the
Intelligent Mail barcode, Informed Visibility lets you follow your mail from its arrival at
the Post office to its final delivery, when the carrier walks into your yard and every
step along the way. More than mail pieces, IV also tracks pallets, trays, and sacks of
mail for greater insights, and can help predict, days out, when your mail will be
delivered. In this session, we will discuss how to make IV work for you.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Three, 4:45-5:45pm

PM246:

Tips For Working Effectively with the USPS
It’s not just what you know but sometimes it’s who you know that’s helpful. Knowing
the right person in the right position at the USPS is one of the key elements in
forming an effective relationship. Whether it is the BMEU Entry Clerk, the Plant
Manager or the District Manager, identifying the proper person to address your
specific issue is the beginning. Learn how and where to meet the right person, what
information to provide, and how to interact with them in order to have positive
resolution to any issues or concerns you have about your mail.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Four, 10:15-11:15am
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PM251:

The U.S., the UPU and Our International Mail
Just as we reach peak season, international mail may stop. The real deal on what’s
happening on discussions about the U.S. withdrawing from the treaties on
international mailing. This will affect all incoming and outgoing international mail in
the U.S., not just small packages. Postage rates will change; new forms might be
required. What likely to happen and when. What you can do to minimize the
disruption. Instructor: Merry Law, President, WorldVu LL
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Workshop, 11:30-12:30 pm

PM256:

Postal Q&A Workshop/Roundtable
Postal Q&A Workshop/Roundtable — Got Postal Questions? Got Postal Challenges?
Then we have the answers! Bring your questions and challenges to this session and
try to stump the Mail Systems Management Association National Board. There is no
such thing as a dumb question — and plenty of answers to help you learn.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Five, 2:45-3:45pm

PM375:

The Importance of Mailpiece Design
Failing to meet minimum mailing dimensions for commercial mail can bust your
budget. Let’s discuss the common mistakes of mailpiece design and how to avoid
them. This discussion is crucial for printers and mailers as the marketing landscape of
a mailpiece’s competitive edge increases.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Seven, 9:40-10:40 am

PM409:

USPS Forms: How To Manage Them Like a Pro
This class will discuss all PS forms currently in use to handle your business mailing
needs for First Class, Periodical & Marketing Mail. Detailed information and
discussion on frequently requested forms, how to access the most often used mailer
forms and how to fill these forms out like a pro. Instructor: Marianne Houston, MDC,
Gannett Publishing Services.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Nine, 1:30-2:30 pm
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Government Mail Management
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the Government Mail Management Certificate.

GM111:

Federal Government Mail Management Basics
This session will provide up to date information on the Federal Mail Management
program. It will also include a detailed review on the roles of Federal Mail
Management and regulations that govern them. Definitions and details on mail, small
packages and mail service provider will be provided as well as general Information
about the Next Generation Delivery Services Contracts.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round One, 2:15-3:15pm

GM139:

Government Mail Security Plans: A Checklist Review
Federal Mail centers are required to establish a security program with the objective of
assuring employee and customer safety, protection of information and assets for safe
and secure distribution of hard copy mail items. All mail centers must have a written
Mail Security Plan, regardless of the volume of mail received or processed. This
session will detail potential threats to mail centers and discuss objectives of a Mail
Security Plans. Come and learn the eleven required elements for all Government Mail
Security Plans!
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Three, 4:45-5:45pm

GM240:

Managing Through Transition
This session will give pointers on how to help staff through change of management,
increase of new employees, and new accountability standards.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Four, 10:15-11:15am
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GM252:

Managing a Multi-Generational Workforce
We all deal with multiple generations in the workforce. Today’s logistics industry
(printing, mailing and shipping) is made up of members of every generation, each of
whom are influenced and empowered by different motives and different styles of
management. In some cases the generations use the English language in different
ways. Even from a peer-to-peer perspective, working with various generations
poses many challenges. Join this fun, open discussion on understanding the
generations and how to manage and operate effectively in the new
millennium of today’s workforce.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Five, 2:45-3:45pm

GM378:

Government Mail Operations Roundtable
Join your colleagues in government mail management and discuss the critical issues
facing mail operations in federal, state, and local government operations. A panel of
government mailers discusses the challenges of budgets, customer satisfaction, staff
training, and regulation compliance in this fast moving discussion.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Seven, 9:40-10:40 am

GM400:

Service Levels and Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
How do you manage your own or vendor performance for the mail services or support
services? What tools do you have in place, what options are available to you as a
leader and what makes the most sense for your organization. How do you determine
what Service Levels should be and what Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) you
should measure? What type of reporting do you have in place? How do you track the
information you are gathering? The session will provide some simple guidelines and
some sample service levels and KPI’s for you to consider for your organization.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Nine, 1:30-2:30 pm
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Professional Development
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the Professional Development Certificate.

PD126:

What It Takes To Earn a CMDSM, CMDSS, OSP and MDC Certification
Are you ready to take your career to the next level? Certification is the key. The
session begins with a brief discussion of the Mailpiece Design Consultant (MDC)
certification program. It continues by outlining the process, including the
requirements and procedures mail center managers or suppliers can follow to earn
their professional credentials. This course is a must for those seeking to achieve the
highest professional standard in the industry Certified Mail and Distribution Systems
Manager, (CMDSM) and Certified Mail, Distribution Systems Supplier, (CMDSS) and
the new Office Service Professionals Certification (OSPC). Presented by a panel of
certified managers.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Two, 3:30-4:30pm

PD134:

Keys to Maximizing Your Effectiveness!
We all desire to be more effective and successful at work and in our personal lives. In
this presentation we will learn tried and proven methods to be more effective as
leaders, workers and individuals and learn how to help others be more effective too!
Come and learn tips to improve the communication, relationships and performance of
you and your team. We’ll be pulling wisdom from the best selling business book of
all-time (Dr. Covey’s Seven Habits of Highly Effective People) and from other leading
edge research and writings.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Three, 4:45-5:45pm

PD249:

The Importance of Corporate & Personal Business Ethics
Business Ethics are seemingly a constant news story, unfortunately related to breach
of ethics. This session will provide information for a greater understanding of the role
and importance of ethics in daily practices. Participants will take away areas of their
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organization and personal conduct to examine in regards to good ethics business
practices.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Four, 10:15-11:15am

PD261:

Success or Failure, What Makes the Difference?
So many of us go through each day, trying to see how “George” has become so
successful. What is the difference between Betty and Sally? They came from similar
backgrounds, yet one is mired in mediocrity and the other has achieved the
unimaginable. What’s the KEY? How Can I make the most of who I am? If you’re tired
of potential, lets talk.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Six, 4:00-5:00pm

PD375:

The Power of Networking: Benefits of Joining a Trade Association
The definition of Networking is developing and using contacts made in business for
purposes beyond the reason for the initial contact. The ability to network is one of the
most crucial skills any individual can have. What does a good networker do? Do you
belong to a Membership Association (MSMA, NACUMS, NAPM, DMA, SHRM)? This
interactive session will share the benefits of belonging to a Membership Association.
Not only will you have access to networking with industry professionals but
learning/educational opportunities to enhance your career! Panel will consist of
Association Executives in the Mailing/Office Services/Distribution/Facilities industries.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Seven, 9:40-10:40 am

PD387:

Communication is Destroying Your Career
Poor communication is an epidemic in the fast paced time deficient workplace. The
elements of this presentation will concentrate on the tools to be an effective
communicator and get it right the first time. Nuances such as Cultural/Ethnic
challenges and nonverbal communication will be explored as well.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Eight, 12:15-1:15 pm
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College/University Mail Management
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the College/University Mail Management Certificate.

CU110:

Benchmarking Your College/University Mail/Delivery Operations
Join your fellow managers and learn how to leverage today’s technology to improve
service and reduce costs. From data collection to mail & parcel delivery see how by
partnering with USPS you can deliver first class service to all your customers.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round One, 2:15-3:15pm

CU122:

College & University Roundtable/Workshop
Come join this panel of industry veterans as they share with you their secrets for
saving money and improving departmental services. Learn how the communications
you provide to your campus community is critical to your department s success and
see the benefits of developing and establishing training seminars & workshops for
your customers.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Two, 3:30-4:30pm

CU253:

Package Tracking, Accountability, and Productivity
Come and learn how you can increase accountability of your mail operations,
distribution center, and receiving area employees by using tracking technology. Today
all companies must maintain efficiency and accountability of workflow and staff and
it’s easier than you think.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Five, 2:45-3:45pm
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CU264:

Can You Discipline Without Punishment?
Motivating and correcting team members, without using fear or punishment is a key
skill set in developing a self-motivated, punctual, productive team.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Six, 4:00-5:00pm

CU371:

Parcel Lockers: Designing a Solution to Manage the Lifecycle of
Incoming Packages/Mail
Parcel lockers have been around for many years. The industry has finally caught up
with the technology to drive real efficiencies in the solution. How? Mobile workforces,
hoteling•, demand for 24 hour service and availability and other changes that are
driving businesses away from the traditional mail/package delivery at the cubicle
models. In this session, the presenters will share real life examples and experiences of
how to optimize this change. The lockers can be wonderfully versatile if configured
and planned appropriately. The factors that make this possible are not always
obvious. In this session they will be identified and tools to optimize each shared.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Workshop, 10:50-11:50 am

CU402:

Managing With Carrots: Ideas to Motivate
In this session you will learn how to use alternate methods of motivation when
monetary rewards are not readily available. Discover proven methods to reward and
recognize your key players by helping to create career mobility using training tools
and advancement readiness. Instructor: Joe Freeman, CMDSM, MDC, MDP, Canon
Business Process Services, Inc.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Eight, 12:15-1:15 pm
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Office & Support Services
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the Office & Support Services Certificate.

OS125:

Professionalism in Office Service Operations
This session will review in depth the do’s and don’ts of presenting yourself to be
successful in today’s business world. The materials go far beyond appearance to
provide insight into elements we are all judged upon each day to include business
etiquette, accountability, integrity and more.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Two, 3:30-4:30pm

OS133:

What Happens to the Midas Touch When it Comes
to Customer Services?
Has your operations lost its focus on customer service… then this session is for you.
Losing touch with our customers brings on a host of issues and problems that can be
avoided when you focus on service levels and keeping everyone informed. This
session will show you how to elevate customer services back into your operations in
spite of downsizing, lay-off, etc.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Three, 4:45-5:45pm

OS248:

Customer Service Roundtable Workshop
Where is customer service headed in the 21st century? What is good customer
service and who gets to define “good”? I’m sorry. Is it an excuse or does it provide
relief for the customer? Join a panel of industry experts and let’s find out the answers
to these questions and more.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Four, 10:15-11:15am
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OS367:

Creating a Mail/Office Services User’s Guide
One of the most difficult challenge any operation faces is communicating to the
company what services are provided and a service standard for each. Developing and
publishing a Standard Operating Procedures manual for mail and delivery services is
critical to its success and to ensure that every employee has a document of services
rendered. It also benefits in the training process of new employees to learn how
things are done and how to operate all the equipment located in the operation center.
If you ever considered or are looking at creating an operations guide then this session
is for you.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Six, 4:00-5:00pm

OS380:

10 Steps in Creating a Great Place to Work
Employees leave managers, not companies! In this session you will learn: How to
create appropriate and healthy relationships with your employees, which will instill
company values as well as a sense of loyalty. Generate good feelings of camaraderie
and openness with the office that will foster healthy and productive communication.
Retain your great employees. Criteria to make your department/organization a Great
Place to Work! This Session will be led by Recipients of the MSMA Office Service
Center of the Year Award
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Eight, 12:15-1:15 pm

OS394:

Mail Communications Manager: The Corporate Consultant
The mail center is the heart and lifeblood of any organization. Almost all
communication flows through it. As a mail center manager you can and should
position yourself as an internal corporate consultant for all things mail. This session
will cover how to read the tea-leaves and anticipate change, become a resource for
responding to new initiatives and add value to your organization.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Nine, 1:30-2:30 pm
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Address Quality & Data Management
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the Address Quality & Data Management Certificate.

AQ125:

When Dirty Data Gets You Down
Unless it is from your client or IT department, who swears it is the best data you have
ever seen. Practically perfect in every way. Then what? Do you send it back or spend
hours trying to fix it yourself? Take a tour of the inner city of addressing. From entry
errors to questionable queries to droves of duplicates, be introduced to the bad
records that ruin good data. Learn proactive ways to avoid creating these issues and
best practices for dealing with the ones that make it through. Get ready for some fun
as we get that dirty data clean!
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Two, 3:30-4:30pm

AQ136:

Undeliverable as Addressed (UAA) Solutions
Did you know that 4.5% of the billions of mail pieces handled by the USPS are
determined to be Undeliverable-as-Addressed? Handling this mail volume is time
consuming and costly. This session includes a review of high-level UAA trends,
address data management and share the good and bad news of UAA. Solutions
discussed included CASS/MASS – Address Standardization, Move Update Methods,
AEC, the importance of the IMB / Service type indicates and get them correct, Secure
Destruction and Return Mail Solutions. At the end of the presentation a few Do’s and
Don’t are shared along with a list of resources both postal & vendor.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Three, 4:45-5:45pm

AQ258:

Understanding Address Quality Reporting
An in-depth review of the CASS and NCOA reports. Understanding the various
Footnote codes and the recommended actions to take in managing your data.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Five, 2:45-3:45pm
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AQ262:

International Addressing for U.S. Mailers
International Undeliverable As Addressed Mail is an expensive problem for mailers
and delivery companies. The elements of addresses, their length and placement in
addresses vary around the world. This presentation will discuss the problems with
capture, storage and printing of proper international addresses formats, with
recommendations on the space required in databases and on labels or envelopes.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Six, 4:00-5:00pm

AQ383:

Customer Data: Your Greatest Tool or Hindrance?
In today’s economy customer data should be KING. Yet, with approximately forty
million Americans moving annually it can also be your greatest challenge. Learn which
tips and tricks can help ensure the integrity of your organization’s data. This session
will talk about the various data sources and techniques beyond address correction
that are available to you; managing multiple address types, to address, email, and
phone verification to better refine your mailing lists and focus in on reaching your
ideal customer.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Eight, 12:15-1:15 pm

AQ397:

Enterprise Postal Governance
Address Quality, Managing Move update, Total Postal Management, Return Mail
Management. These are a few of the basic tasks associated with facilitating an
enterprise postal governance process. Learn how to facilitate an Enterprise
Postal Governance process within your organization to ensure having your
finger on the pulse.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Nine, 1:30-2:30 pm
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Shipping & Distribution Management
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the Shipping & Distribution Management Certificate.

SD108:

Top Tips for Cutting Shipping Costs
Are you getting the best rates for your shipping services? Or is the business down the
road paying a lot less for the same services? The fact is businesses that do not
aggressively manage their express and package shipments are losing thousands of
dollars a year. Come hear this panel of experts share some little known secrets for
cutting FedEx, UPS and other shipper’s costs.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round One, 2:15-3:15pm

SD137:

Managing and Optimizing Internal Courier Operations
If you manage an internal courier network or are considering establishing one, this
session might be for you! Come hear an industry veteran with 19 years experience
share what is involved in managing daily operations for a 185 stop network, gain
perspective into vendor/contractor evaluation and selection processes and how to
adapt/optimize an existing network to meet new challenges and changing business
priorities.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Three, 4:45-5:45pm

SD251:

Mailing to Canada: Removing the Mystery
The Canadian market has always been important to US retailers and continues to
grow. Mail is a significant part of the marketing mix, including Personalized Mail,
Postal Code Mail, Neighborhood Mail, and Publications Mail. Whether you are
considering mailing to Canada or have been mailing for years, there is information for
you. From the differences between the Canadian and US postal systems to the latest
product changes and innovations, this workshop is a must for mailers entering or
considering entering jobs directly into Canadian depots.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Five, 2:45-3:45pm
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SD265:

E-commerce Fulfillment & Shipping
Fulfillment and shipping are often the final and most important touch points when it
comes to the customer experience. It’s critical to adopt a process and implement
current technology to streamline costs and meet the ever rising customer
expectations. Come and see how you can reduce errors, reduce costs and exceed
customer expectations.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Six, 4:00-5:00pm

SD373:

International Shipping with the USPS
In today’s global economy, international shipping has become an increasingly larger
part of the mix. In this session you’ll get an overview of USPS shipping options and
other helpful information to make international shipping easier and less costly.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Seven, 9:40-10:40 am

SD384:

International Mailing Basics
International mailings are handed off to a foreign mail operator after clearing customs
in the destination country. Learn how this affects your mail delivery and return. The
resources, knowledge, and preparation to deliver success with your international mail.
Covers the common problem points for most mailers including address structure,
permissible items, customs, international business reply, transit time to country
expectations and what happens when the mail is not deliverable.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Eight, 12:15-1:15 pm
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Print Technology & Mail Automation
EARN YOUR MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: Complete at least five of the following courses and designated
workshops/keynotes to earn the Print Technology & Mail Automation Certificate.

SESSION PT113:

Successfully Managing In-House Mail and Other Operations
This presentation will cover proven methods to successfully developing world-class
in-house operations whether it’s printing, mailing, document management or any
other function. Ten important keys to success will be covered: great management,
maximizing your most important resource — people, working with business partners,
measuring performance, justifying resources, marketing your services, commitment
to quality, redundancy/back-up, continuous learning & improvement, and new
approaches to world class operations. Proven and practical techniques from
successful in-house operations will be shared. Come prepared to learn some new
ideas that can help your operations be even more successful.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round One, 2:15-3:15pm

SESSION PT123:

Best Practices of High Performing Print Shops
Many printing and marketing service providers are challenged with applying best
practices to improve performance. We will take a peek within the industry to see what
best practices are being deployed.
Monday, September 16, 2019 – Round Two, 3:30-4:30pm

SESSION PT252:

Digital Mail: Real World Applications in Digitized Distribution
Digital Mail is an initiative that when deployed in mailrooms can have a tremendous
impact across the business enterprise. This course will provide attendees with the
next step in planning to convert to a digital environment. The benefits outlined will
include green initiatives, shipping and handling, labor reduction, and costs associated
with moving and re-forwarding of mail.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Five, 2:45-3:45pm
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SESSION PT268:

Thinking about Outsourcing Your Print Production?
Hear from the trenches the real life considerations you need to keep in mind when
considering outsourcing your print production operations – the multitude of
workflows, processes and functions across an enterprise that need to be involved in
the decisions.
Tuesday, September 17, 2019 – Round Six, 4:00-5:00pm

SESSION PT374:

From the Writing Pad to the USPS: The Life and Times of a Document
This session follows the processes and steps for a monthly letter hand written on a
legal pad, that is then mass produced through an automated document factory then to
the USPS for delivery. In this session you will receive step-by-step information on
what you need to know and how to get started.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Seven, 9:40-10:40 am

SESSION PT382:

Document Printing TCO’s: Comparing Apples, to Oranges, to Pears
How do you compare TCO’s to choose between cut sheet laser printing, continuous
feed laser printing, cut sheet ink jet printing, or continuous feed ink jet printing
between multiple vendors? Come and learn how one company did it.
Wednesday, September 18, 2019 – Round Eight, 12:15-1:15 pm
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Keynote Presentations
The following keynotes will be presented at MAILCOM '19 Fall Conference:

Tuesday Breakfast Keynote:

Mail Meets the Web: Keeping Direct Mail Relevant in an Online World
Presented by Dave Lewis, President, SnailWorks, LLC
Direct mail remains an essential channel in a marketing campaign, but it is at its best when coordinated with
other channels. The fast-paced session will explain the rules and tools of multi-channel marketing — QR
codes, PURLs, Informed Visibility, web landing pages, email and more — and present a process for tying
them together into an effective coordinated campaign with direct mail at its heart. This session explains the
whats, whys, and hows of multi-channel marketing. Attendees will leave this session prepared to execute
their own multi-channel campaign.

Tuesday Luncheon Keynote:

Turn Your Operations into a Corporate Necessity!
Presented by Joe Freeman, CMDSM, CDIA+, ECM, Canon Business Process Services, Inc.
In this special presentation will discuss trends and challenges that impact the job functions for todayâ€™s
managers and business leaders. Included will be steps to approach change, resources to use in staying
ahead of new information and tips on how to remain the central point of contact for your customers by
expanding service capabilities.

Wednesday Breakfast Keynote:

The Total Experience II
Presented by Markes Lucius, Manager, Market Research & Insights, U.S. Postal Service
Whether you’re a small or large business, Marketing Mail should be part of your Omni-channel advertising
campaign. In this session you’ll get an updated in-depth look at what drives consumer engagement with Mail
and what businesses are doing to meet those expectations. What’s driving business and consumer
satisfaction with Mail and where are businesses looking to spend their ad dollars over the next two years.
This session will cover those important topics and have some room to give you the latest on Informed
Delivery, Informed Visibility and Interactive Campaigns with Informed Delivery. Mail still plays a very
important role in consumers lives, 77% of respondents in a recent survey (April 2019) indicated that they
pick up their mail at least 5 days a week, and on average spend about 10 minutes sorting, opening, and
reading their mail.
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MAILCOM 2019 FALL AGENDA
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 2019
8:00am-1:00pm Mail Design Consultant (MDC) Review & Exam
9:00am-1:00pm CMDSM & CMDSS Review and Exam
9:00am-1:00pm Office Services Professional Certification (OSP) Review & Exam
12:00-6:00pm Convention Registration Hours
1:00-2:00pm Conference Kickoff & Delegate Orientation
2:15-3:15pm Sessions Round One:
MS101: Dealing With Today’s Challenges in Mail Management
US102: Creating a Winning Informed Delivery Campaign
PT113: Successfully Managing In-House Mail and Other Operations
LD117: Is Leadership Situational?
SD108: Top Tips for Cutting Shipping Costs
PM114: The Easiest Way to Save BIG $$$’s
CU110: Benchmarking Your College/University Mail/Delivery Operations
GM111: Federal Government Mail Management Basics
3:30-4:30pm Sessions Round Two:
MS120: Sharpen Your Mail Expertise
PT123: Best Practices of High Performing Print Shops
OS125: Professionalism in Office Service Operations
SS121: K9 and Technology in Mail and Cargo Screening
LD129: The Power of Positive Leadership
AQ125: When Dirty Data Gets You Down
CU122: College & University Roundtable\Workshop
PD126: What It Takes To Earn a CMDSM, CMDSS, OSP and MDC Certification
4:45-5:45pm Sessions Round Three:
US130: eInduction: Simplifying Drop Shipping
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OS133: What Happens to the Midas Touch When it Comes to Customer Services?
SS138: Failure to Communicate: A Case Study on the 2018 Letter Bombs
SD137: Managing and Optimizing Internal Courier Operations
AQ136: Undeliverable as Addressed (UAA) Solutions
PM135: Informed Visibility: New Insights into How Your Mail Moves
GM139: Government Mail Security Plans: A Checklist Review
PD134: Keys to Maximizing Your Effectiveness!
6:00-7:30pm Welcoming Reception

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2019
7:30am-5:00pm Conference Registration Hours
8:00-9:00am Continental Breakfast
9:00-10:00am Morning Keynote: Mail Meets the Web: Keeping Mail Relevant in an Online World
10:15-11:15am Sessions Round Four:
MS245: How to Optimize Your Mail Center Spend
US242: Rules & Regulations for First Class Bulk, Periodical & Standard Mail
OS248: Customer Service Roundtable Workshop
SS241: Who Protects Your Mail?
LD247: Leadership and Management Success at Every Level
PM246: Tips For Working Effectively with the USPS
GM240: Managing Through Transition
PD249: The Importance of Corporate & Personal Business Ethics
11:30-12:30pm Workshops:
US250: Navigating the Postal Waters – Part 1.
SS255: Security 2019 Issues & Answers, Ask the Experts!
PM251: The U.S., the UPU and Our International Mail
12:30-2:30pm Leadership Luncheon: Turn Your Operations into a Corporate Necessity!
2:45-3:45pm Sessions Round Five:
US254: Navigating the Postal Waters – Part 2: A Deeper Dive
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PT252: Digital Mail: Real World Applications in Digitized Distribution
SS257: Developing Mail/Parcel Handling, Screening, and Threat Response Protocols
SD251: Mailing to Canada: Removing the Mystery
AQ258: Understanding Address Quality Reporting
PM256: Postal Q&A Workshop/Roundtable
CU253: Package Tracking, Accountability, and Productivity
GM252: Managing a Multi-Generational Workforce
4:00-5:00pm Sessions Round Six:
MS266: Design Basics for an Effective Mail & Distribution Center
PT268: Thinking about Outsourcing Your Print Production?
OS267: Creating a Mail/Delivery Services User’s Guide
LD260: Leadership: Moving Forward
SD265: E-commerce Fulfillment & Shipping
AQ262: International Addressing for U.S. Mailers
CU264: Can You Discipline Without Punishment?
PD261: Success or Failure, What makes the Difference?

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2019
7:30am-4:00pm Conference Registration Hours
7:30-8:30am Continental Breakfast
8:30-9:30 am Morning Keynote: The Total Mail Experience II
9:40-10:40am Sessions Round Seven:
MS370: New Equipment Acquisitions: Decisions, Decisions
US376: Are You Claiming the Best Postage Rate?
PT374: From the Writing Pad to the USPS: The Life and Times of a Document
LD372: When Change is Difficult
SD373: International Shipping with the USPS
PM375: The Importance of Mailpiece Design
GM378: Government Mail Operations Roundtable
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PD375: The Power of Networking: Benefits of Joining a Trade Association
10:50-11:50am Workshops:
US377: Full Service & Mailer’s Scorecard
SS379: Explosive Trace Detection Technologies: First Line in Protection
LD414: Developing Leadership Skills from Within
CU371: Parcel Lockers: Designing a Holistic Solution to Manage the Lifecycle of
Incoming Packages and Mail
11:45-12:15pm “Grab-n-Go” Networking Lunch Break
12:15-1:15pm Sessions Round Eight:
US389: Undocumented Mail Pieces
PT382: Document Printing TCO’s: Comparing Apples, to Oranges, to Pears
OS380: 10 Steps in Creating a Great Place to Work
SD384: International Mailing Basics
AQ383: Customer Data: Your Greatest Tool or Hindrance?
CU402: Managing With Carrots: Ideas to Motivate
PD387: Communication is Destroying Your Career
1:30-2:30pm Sessions Round Nine:
MS398: Mail Management: The Basics
OS394: Mail Communications Manager: The Corporate Consultant
SS496: Breaking Bad: How the USPS & Commercial Carriers Receive and Transport
Deadly Materials
AQ397: Enterprise Postal Governance
PM409: USPS Forms: How To Manage Them Like a Pro
GM400: Service Levels and Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s)
2:30pm Post-Conference Wrap-up & Farewell Salute
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